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Existing research on anomaly detection largely ignores
the problem of data inhomogeneity and focuses on statistical
outlier identiﬁcation. State of the art techniques deﬁne a
probability distribution over the data and classify data points
with abnormally small probabilities as anomalies or outliers.
Sometimes the anomalies are identiﬁed separately in each
domain, and combined in an ad hoc manner, i.e. are determined
manually, rather than learned automatically from the data. For
example, users might be ignored who are outliers in only one
domain, or be ﬂagged as anomalous based on having the most
extreme anomaly score.

Abstract—Malicious insiders pose signiﬁcant threats to information security, and yet the capability of detecting malicious
insiders is very limited. Insider threat detection is known to
be a difﬁcult problem, presenting many research challenges. In
this paper we report our effort on detecting malicious insiders
from large amounts of work practice data. We propose novel
approaches to detect two types of insider activities: (1) blendin anomalies, where malicious insiders try to behave similar
to a group they do not belong to, and (2) unusual change
anomalies, where malicious insiders exhibit changes in their
behavior that are dissimilar to their peers’ behavioral changes.
Our ﬁrst contribution focuses on detecting blend-in malicious
insiders. We propose a novel approach by examining various
activity domains, and detecting behavioral inconsistencies across
these domains. Our second contribution is a method for detecting
insiders with unusual changes in behavior. The key strength of this
proposed approach is that it avoids ﬂagging common changes that
can be mistakenly detected by typical temporal anomaly detection
mechanisms. Our third contribution is a method that combines
anomaly indicators from multiple sources of information.

While these techniques are successful in detecting outliers
in separate domains, there are limitations. Importantly, users
who are not outliers in any of the domains will never be
labeled as outliers by these analysis methods. For example,
consider the domains of logon data and email text. A typical
company might have software engineers, who generally log on
to a single machine every day and send emails about software
development. It might also have system administrators, who
log on to multiple machines each day and send emails about
system administration issues. Thus, within the logon domain,
logging into either a single or multiple machines daily might
not be an anomaly. Similarly, within the email domain, neither
software engineering nor system administration are anomalous
topics. Therefore, a malicious software engineer who logs into
multiple machines daily searching for vulnerable data will
remain undetected if each domain is analyzed separately.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Our research seeks to develop anomaly detection techniques to identify malicious insiders in an accurate and timely
manner. We base our anomaly detection techniques on work
practice data, i.e., a user’s IT traces on her workstation, such
as logging on/off, accessing web sites, sending and receiving
emails, accessing external devices or ﬁles, etc. Work practice
data is remarkably diverse and heterogeneous. Data in different categories (which we refer to as ‘domains‘, e.g., ‘logon
domain’ or the ‘email domain’) exhibits drastically different
behavior and demands for different processing and analysis
techniques. Combining data from these domains is technically
challenging.

To address the aforementioned limitations, we propose
building a global model for the entire set of available domains,
and ﬁnding outliers in that global model. There are two advantages to this modeling strategy. First, the anomaly scores from
multiple domains are combined not in an ad hoc, but rather in
a data-driven manner. Second, this strategy allows detection of
anomalous behaviors that are not by themselves anomalous in
any single domain. Moreover, our proposed approach combines
multiple domains at the modeling (learning and inference)
and scoring (output/decision) stages, but treats the domains
separately at the feature construction (input treatment) stage.

For example, simply concatenating these features into a
single feature vector does not work well because features from
different domains may have very different ranges (scales). The
lack of proper scaling prevents the model from distinguishing
between different types of activities, and limits the model’s
ability to treat, and reason about, different activity types
appropriately. Even with standardization of variables, different
frequencies of events in various domains can skew the model.
In addition, a large number of features can compromise model
accuracy due to overﬁtting or excessive model complexity, and
can lead to performance degradation and scalability issues.
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An alternative approach to anomaly detection considers
users’ behavioral patterns over time. Previous work has focused on detecting temporal anomalies that correspond to a
sudden change in a user’s behavior when compared to his
past behavior. However, we note that analyzing users independently has some drawbacks, since users do exhibit changes
in behavior that are not necessarily suspicious. These typical
approaches will therefore have a high false positive rate, which
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A. Methodology

can increase investigation costs and distract attention from
the actual malicious insiders. For example, an employee starts
working on a new project, or takes up a new responsibility.

We deﬁne the problem as follows. An anomalous user is
one that exhibits inconsistent behavior across the domians.
The intuition is that user activity should reﬂect the user’s job
role in any domain, and users with similar job roles exhibit
similar behavior within each domain. We also expect that
each user should belong to the cluster of the same subset
of users across domains. For example, a user that behaves
similar to (and belongs the the same cluster as) engineers
within ‘http’ domain, based on her web browsing activity,
should also belong to same cluster as engineers within the
‘logon’ domain. If such user belongs to a different cluster in
the ‘logon’ domain (say the technical support users), this can
indicate a suspicious behavior in which an engineer logs on to
multiple machines. We deﬁne this as across-domain behavior
inconsistency. We formulate the problem as a classiﬁcation
task, in which clusters are used as features. We predict a user’s
cluster in one domain from her cluster indices in all other
domains. The prediction accuracy for a user’s cluster in each
domain reﬂects her behavior consistency across domains.

To avoid mistakenly ﬂagging users that change their behavior in a non-malicious manner, we propose modeling the
activity change of similar subsets of the population, and evaluating how well a particular user conforms to change patterns
that are most likely to occur within the user’s subpopulation.
In other words, to decide whether a user is suspicious, we
compare each user’s activity changes to activity changes of
his peer group.
Treating each domain separately allows for modularity,
as one modeling task can handle one domain independently.
This accounts for several notable strengths of our proposed
approaches. First, it provides a means of addressing scalability
issues by allowing each task to be executed on a separate machine, thereby boosting performance. Second, treating multiple
domains independently allows our algorithm to be ﬂexibile,
since a different type of model can be applied to each domain
as appropriate. In addition, each domain model output can
be weighted differently based on the relevance and/or utility
of each domain to the problem, and based on the quality
of data available for each domain. Moreover, domains can
be disregarded if strong correlation with other domains is
observed.

We consider the case where the job roles are latent, and we
use clustering of user activities within each domain to model
the hidden job roles. We expect that users with similar job
roles will belong to the same cluster within each domain. The
MAP cluster indices from single-domain modeling for each
user u form a cluster vector cu , where cui is the MAP cluster
index for user u in domain i. For user u, we say that domain
i is consistent with other domains, if its cluster index cui is
predictable from other domains’ cluster indices {cuj }j=i . In
the simplest case, we may use cluster indices of other users w
= u to learn a mapping from {cwj }j=i to cwi , and then check
whether this mapping generalizes to user u.

Third, treating the features within each domain separately
improves classiﬁcation accuracy by reducing the error due to
variance in learning, as compared to combining the features
from all the domains [23]. Fourth, our proposed approach
is more adaptable since data from new domains can be
considered after running previous models, and the results can
be integrated without having to rerun models on previously
existing domain data. Fifth, splitting the domains improves
models’ simplicity, which can reduce the risk of overﬁtting. In
addition, it enhances models’ interpretability.
II.

In this manner, we determine whether domain i is consistent with the other domains for this user. If not, the user
is labeled as an anomaly. The anomaly score in this case is
determined based on the overall prediction accuracy in domain
i for all other users. The idea is, if the domain is difﬁcult
to predict in general, then incorrect predictions should not
be penalized as severely; in contrast, for a very predictable
domain any incorrect predictions may be quite suspicious. In
this case, even though the anomaly scores are computed per
domain, they are informed by other domains and thus can take
into account information from all domains.

P ROPOSED APPROACH 1: M ULTI - DOMAIN ANOMALY
DETECTION

Our proposed approach treats the domains separately during feature construction, while reasoning about the interdependence betweem the various domains. Although providing
a single top-down model that explains all available data is
desirable, inference is often difﬁcult in such models due to
the large size of the dataset. Often it is simpler to perform
inference in stages.

Finally, we combine the anomaly information captured
from each domain to make a ﬁnal decision about each user.
We use the fusion method described in II-A3. We present the
three phases of our anomaly detection methodology next.

Therefore, we adopt a two-stage modeling process. First,
we obtain the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) for model
parameters within each individual domain separately. Second,
we use these parameters in the global model as if they were
ﬁxed. If the data in each domain is relatively unambiguous
(i.e., allows to determine that domain’s sub-model with sufﬁcient accuracy), the loss in accuracy is small. Our proposed
single-domain models are based on a gaussian mixture model
(GMM), where the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP)
values for the cluster to which each user belongs within each
domain are obtained at the ﬁrst stage. Our proposed global
cross-domain model is based on these MAP cluster indices.

1) Using clustering to model user behavior and peer
groups: The ﬁrst phase involves clustering users in each
domain separately based on their activity within a given
domain. The goal of this phase is to discover peers. We apply
k-means clustering to the aggregate feature vectors generated,
as explained in section IV-A.
2) Multi-domain inconsistency detection: The second
phase identiﬁes the predictability of user u in domain i. The
prediction is formulated as a multi-label classiﬁcation task,
in which a classiﬁer is trained from the cluster information
from all-but-one domains to predict the cluster information in

Finally, we combine the output from all the models using
our proposed fusion scheme presented in section II-A3.
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Algorithm 1 Fusion Algorithm

the remaining domain (the target domain). We propose three
models that differ in the granularity of cluster information used
as features for learning and evaluation.

1:
2:
3:
4:

Discrete model: (discrete features, discrete evaluation).
Our discrete model uses cluster labels from the observed
domains as features for learning, and predicts cluster labels
to evaluate user predictability. The predictability is measured
as the Hamming distance between the prediction and the
observation, i.e., 0 if the prediction is correct, and 1 otherwise.

j=1

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Hybrid model: (discrete features, continuous evaluation). Our hybrid model uses cluster labels from the observed
domains as features for learning, and predicts cluster labels
to evaluate user predictability. However the evaluation is not
based on just whether or not the true cluster is predicted,
but instead, how well the true cluster is predicted. This is
in essence a density estimation problem. The predictability
is measured as 1 minus the likelihood of observing the true
cluster index given the cluster index of its peers.

j

for i = 1 to n do
for s = 1 to m do
asi = msi ∗ ps {adjust to reﬂect source predictability}
F ←∅
for i = 
1 to n do
m
fi = s=1 asi {ﬁnal user score}
F = F ∪ {fi }
return F

approach is that it avoids detecting common changes that can
be mistakenly detected by typical temporal anomaly detection
mechanisms.

Continuous model: (continuous features, continuous
evaluation). The continuous model uses a vector of cluster
probabilities as features. For the target domain, it also predicts
the cluster probability vector.

A. Methodology
We deﬁne the problem as follows. An anomalous user
is one that exhibits changes in behavior that are unusual
compared to that user’s peers. The intuition is that user activity
should reﬂect the user’s job role in any domain, and users
with similar job roles should exhibit similar behavior changes
within each domain, over time. That is to say, peers will not be
expected to exhibit similar changes in behavior at each similar
time episodes, but they will be expected to do so over longer
time intervals. Our model does consider that peers are expected
to experience similar changes, that do not necessarily have to
take place at the same time.

3) Information fusion for combining anomalies from multiple domains: The multi-domain cross validation work described above characterizes the predictability of a user in a
given data domain. In order to combine anomalies detected
from multiple sources, we propose a method to combine
predictability scores as a weighted sum. The idea is based
on the TF/IDF (term frequency–inverse document frequency)
scheme, reﬂecting the relative importance of a word to a
document in a corpus. The TF/IDF value is proportional to the
frequency that a word appears in the document, but is offset
by the global frequency of the word in the corpus. Words that
are frequent and yet unique to the document have high TF/IDF
scores. This property justiﬁes the use of TF/IDF as a weighting
factor in information retrieval and text mining.

We clustering users based on their activities, such that a
cluster that a user is assigned to indicates the type of behavior
this user exhibits. In addition, a change in user behavior is
indicated by a chnage in the cluster that this user gets assigned
to. Over a period of time, peers are expected to transition
between the same subset of clusters. For examples, engineers
will be seen to transition between clusters 2 and 4 in the
logon domain, and clusters 3, 4 and 5 in the email domain.
So an engineer that transitions between 2 and 5 in the logon
domain is considered suspicious. The less likely this transition
is among peers, the more suspicious it is. We build an empirical
model describing the statistical distribution of clusters and
cluster transitions over time.

Our problem is similar in essence: given multiple anomaly
scores for each user, drawn from multiple sources of information provided by the various domains, the goal is to combine
the scores into a ﬁnal score for each user. We develop an
approach similar to TF/IDF. Given m scores from m sources
for each of n users, the algorithm outlined below proceeds
in two steps. The ﬁrst step calculates the weights for each
source s to reﬂect the differences discussed in the challenges
above. The second step computes, for each user i, the weighted
anomaly score w for each source s, then aggregates the
weighted anomaly scores from each source to compute the
ﬁnal anomaly score f .
III.

for s = 1 to m do
for i = 1 to n do
msi = M iss prediction score f or user i in source s
ps = log nn ms {source predictabililty}

1) Using clustering to model user behavior and peer
groups: Similar to our earlier discussion in section II-A1,
we consider the case where the job roles are latent, and use
clustering of user activities within each domain to model the
hidden job roles. However, in this setting we model user
temporal state by clustering users’ daily behavior features
instead of clustering based on features that are aggregated
over the entire time span. We construct a transition probability
matrix Qd for each domain d by computing the transition
probabililties qd (ck , cm ) between each possible cluster pair
(ck ,cm ) by counting the number of such changes aggregating
over all users and each time instance. Then we use two
methods to model user changes and detect temporal anomalies.

P ROPOSED APPROACH 2: U NUSUAL CHANGE
DETECTION

We note that while a particular behavior may not be
suspicious, a change in behavior that is rare can be. In this
section we propose a method that detects users with unusual
changes in behavior. In this context, changes that are common
among peers are considered common changes, and the goal is
to detect changes that are less likely to happen within the group
to which a user belongs. The key strength of our proposed

2) Modeling behavior change: We model behavior change
within each domain separately. For each domain, we look at the
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TABLE I: Domain features
Domain

Features

Logon

#Logons, #PCs logged on, #after hour logons, #logons on user’s PC, #logons on other PC(s)

Device

#device accesses, #PCs with device access, #after hour device accesses, #device accesses on user’s PC, #device usage on other PC(s)

File

#ﬁle accesses, #PCs with ﬁle accesses, #distinct ﬁles, #after hour ﬁle accesses, #ﬁle access on user’s PC, #ﬁle accesses on other PC(s)

HTTP

#web visits, #PCs with web visits, #URLs visited, #after hour web visits, #URLs visited from other PC(s)

Email Sent

#emails, #distinct recipients, #internal emails, #internal recipients, #emails sent after hour, #emails with attachment(s), #emails sent from other PC(s)

Email Received

Similar to email sent

cluster to which a user belongs at each day. We then compute
the likelihood of transitions between clusters from one day to
the next. We use two approaches to model behavior change.

anomalies. Both datasets contain synthetically injected anomalies based on several real world malicious behavior scenarios.
Note that the scenario labeling was not made available to the
learning or modeling algorithm.

Markov model. The ﬁrst method models user behavior
over time as a Markov sequence, where a user will belong
to one cluster (or state) each day, and transition between
clusters (or states) each day. A cluster (or state) reﬂects user’s
behavior on a particular day. For each user, the total likelihood
of all the transitions made by that user over the entire time
span is computed using Qd . The anomaly score Sdu for each
user u within domain d is calculated by estimating
n−1 the user’s
total likelihood. The anomaly Sdu = pd (c0 ) t=1 qd (cut , cut+1 )
where pd (c0 ) is the prior probablility of being in cluster c0
which is the start state for user u. Users are ranked based on
their scores, thus a user with the rarest transitions compared
to her peers will be the most suspicious.

Work pratice data falls into ﬁve categories, as listed below.
Each event is tagged with auxilary information such as user
id, host PC id, activity code (whether it is a logon/logoff, or
ﬁle upload/download etc), and a timestamp.

Rarest change model. The second method penalizes a
user for the least likely transition behavior change, and uses
that “rarest” transition to compute the anomaly score: Sdu =
u u
minn−1
t=1 qd (ct , ct+1 ).
3) Information fusion for combining anomalies from multiple domains: Given the two approaches discussed above,
we have multiple rankings for the same set of users from
the different domains. To combine information from different
domains we generate the ﬁnal rank for each user based on
the worst rank from all domains. Sfuinal = mind {Sdu }. The
ﬁnal ranking for each user thus reﬂects the highest suspicion
indicator score across all the domains.
IV.

•

Logon and logoff events.

•

Usage of removable device such as USB drives or
removable hard disks. Device name and type are
logged with each usage event.

•

File access events: e.g., ﬁle created, copied, moved,
written, renamed, or deleted. For each ﬁle access
record, ﬁle name, path, type, and content are logged.

•

Http access events, tagged with URL and domain
information, activity codes (upload or download),
browser information (internet explorer, ﬁrefox, or
chrome), and whether the website is encrypted.

•

Email sent and viewed are tagged with from address,
to address, cc/bcc address, subject line, sent date, text,
attachment info, and whether the email is encrypted.

Furthermore, our system associates a set of tags to raw
events. For instance, we label (1) whether the event happens
after normal working hours and (2) whether the event happens
on a user’s own designated PC, someone else’s designated
PC, or a shared PC. As malicious insiders often need to
steal information from their colleagues, labeling the host
PC is semantically important. In addition, events concerning
activities external to the organization (e.g., email sent to or
received from external addresses, ﬁle upload/download from
external URLs) are labeled. In real world setting, users often
have a multitude of events. For instance, in our dataset 2
of 4600 users, the data volume is approximately 89 million
records per day. To simplify processing, we bin events into user
day records. For each (user, day) pair, we compute aggregated
statstics as shown in Table I.

E XPERIMENTS

For our ﬁrst experiment, we applied the discrete and hybrid
models on the domains described below in section IV-A. We
computed the predictability for each individual user in any
given domain. This enables the identiﬁcation of anomalies.
Users with lots of mispredictions are labeled as anomalous
users. For our second experiment, we applied the Markov
and rarest change models on the domains described below in
section IV-A. We computed the likelihoods for each user transitions and used them to rank users such that more suspicious
users are ranked higher than less suspicious ones.

B. Multi-domain cross validation method results
A. Datasets

Figure 1a shows the general domain predictability over
the entire population based on unadjusted scores. The varying
level of predictability explains that using different domains
have different levels of importance in identifying an anomaly.
Device and File domains are predictable (with the least amount
of mispredictions over the user population), while Logon and

We validate our ﬁrst multi-domain anomaly detection
method using a synthetic dataset (dataset 1) of 1000 users,
and we validate our unusual change detection method using a
real dataset (dataset 2) of about 4600 users. Due to the lack
of ground truth, a common methodology is to inject synthetic
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on the various domains




















 

 

          

(b) All anomalous users are detected by
scanning 13% of the population

Fig. 2: Unusual change detection: investigation effort and
anomaly detection return

(b) Anomaly detection using the device
domain

HTTP domains seems hard to predict. This is probably because
users differ a lot in their logon and http behavior, but are more
uniform in device usage and ﬁle access. This emphasizes the
necessity of our fusion approach, which considers this domain
variation when computing the ﬁnal anomaly score.
Next, we show how we identify individual anomalies by
looking at the anomaly score distribution. Figure 1b plots the
anomaly scores for the entire user population for the device
domain, and Figure 1c plots the combined anomaly score using
our fusion approach. Most users have low anomaly scores. The
users on the tail with high anomaly scores are identiﬁed as
suspicious.
C. Unusual change method results

(c) Anomaly detection using the combined
anomaly scores

Fig. 1: Multi-domain cross validation results

We show the results of applying the Markov model approach to 2 sets of data collected on two different months,
and the injected anomalies exhibit one of twelve scenarios.
Figures 2a and 2b show the investigation effort on the xaxis and the return on the y-axis. The effort is represented
by the percentage population that needs to be investigated and
the return is the percentage insiders detected (which is the
suspicious rank in the population of each insider). Figure 2b
shows that if we stop at screening the top 2% of the population,
we would ﬁnd 4 out of 13 anomalous users, and 4 out of 5
malicious scenarios.
Figure 3 plots the result of the Markov model. The
plot shows the transition likelihood for each user. Here, the
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users are sorted based on their likelihoods. Users are ranked
separately within each domain based on these likelihoods.
The ranking indicates the suspicious level. Some domains are
highly discriminative, for example ‘device’ and ‘logon’. Other
domains are weakly discriminative, for example ‘email-sent’
and ‘email-received’.

  








 
 
 
 

 

V.

(a) Device

Our proposed approach improves prediction accuracy by
combining information from multiple domains, and is able to
detect anomalies that are not apparent in any single domain.
Previous anomaly detection methods for work practice data
treated each domain separately. The main novelty of our
proposed method is that it combines model information from
each domain, rather than only anomaly scores from each
domain. As a result, it is able to determine anomalies that
are not apparent in any single domain, but only manifest in
discrepancies across domains. In addition, how anomaly scores
are combined across domains is determined automatically, in a
data-driven manner. As a result, discrepancies that are common
in the data will be ﬁltered out. For example, if (due to high
volumes of the data) it is common for a user to be an outlier
in at least one domain, then users who are anomalous in only
one domain will not be ﬂagged as anomalous overall.

   




   
 
 
 
 

C ONCLUSION

 

(b) Logon
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There are many novel technologies for detecting malicious
insider behavior. Such behaviors are relatively rare in the
broader user population and so techniques for anomaly detection can be applied. For example, [1] uses machine learning to
recognize malicious intent in information gathering commands,
[2] detects anomalies in document accesses and queries with
respect to a Hidden Markov Model of text content, and [3]
models user processes and ﬂags deviations from the model.
There are also many commercial tools that used rule-based
techniques (e.g. see, for example, [4], [5], [6]). These techniques detect malicious insider behavior through monitoring
network activity and the use of enterprise applications.

 

 

 

 

(c) HTTP

 



 




   
 

Despite these tools, the number of incidences of insider
attacks continues to rise in the government and commercial
sectors. As an example, a recent survey found that 28% of
respondents would take sensitive enterprise data to negotiate
a new position in the event their employer terminated their
current position[7]. Indeed, insider attacks have been the most
frequent (CSI 2007, [8]) or second most frequent (CSI 2008,
[9]) source of security incidents in recent years in the United
States.




R ELATED WORK

 

(d) Email received

    



In attempt to augment this basic rule-based approach,
some works have introduced decoys onto the network to
entrap adversarial insiders[14], [15]. Please see [16] for a
survey of this work. In addition, various models of adversarial
insiders have been developed. These models include physical
behaviors that are indicators of adversarial intent (e.g. foreign
travel, signs of wealth) [17], as well as variables related to
motivation, personality, and emotion [18], [19], [20], [21].
While all these models are valuable, none incorporate all of the
possible situational triggers, context variables and indicators.
We believe such attributes are necessary to establish a close
connection between psychology and behavior.


   
 



 

(e) Email sent

Fig. 3: Markov model log probability plot for user transition
likelihoods
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Social network analysis (SNA) is now a well-established
research tool [10] with a long track record in identifying
key individuals in organizations based on their communication patterns (e.g., [11]). It has been fruitfully used by the
defense and intelligence community to study covert networks
(e.g.,[12]), in an attempt to target the most important enemies
and disrupt their organization [13]. The concept of combining
data from multiple domains has been mentioned in previous
work [22]. However, the work we present here extends beyond
the conceptual arguments presented in earlier published work,
to yield methods and algorithms that are implemented and
applied in real-world scenarios.
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